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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR VETERANS CLAIMS

NO. 12-2619

LLOYD M. SHELTON, APPELLANT,

V.

ERIC K. SHINSEKI,
SECRETARY OF VETERANS AFFAIRS, APPELLEE.

Before BARTLEY, Judge.

MEMORANDUM DECISION

Note: Pursuant to U.S. Vet. App. R. 30(a),
this action may not be cited as precedent.

BARTLEY, Judge: Veteran Lloyd M. Shelton appeals through counsel a May 3, 2012, Board

of Veterans' Appeals (Board) decision denying entitlement to service connection for left ankle, right

and left elbow, and low back disabilities, as well as an effective date earlier than December 2, 2004,

for the award of service connection for degenerative joint disease (DJD) of the right knee.  Record

(R.) at 3-18.  This appeal is timely and the Court has jurisdiction to review the Board's decision

pursuant to 38 U.S.C. §§ 7252(a) and 7266(a).  Single-judge disposition is appropriate in this case. 

See Frankel v. Derwinski, 1 Vet.App. 23, 25-26 (1990).  For the reasons that follow, the Court will 

reverse the Board's finding that the veteran is not entitled to an effective date earlier than December

2, 2004, for the award of service connection for right knee DJD and direct the Board to assign him

an effective date of March 15, 1999, for that award.  The Court will also set aside the remainder of

the May 2012 Board decision and remand the claims for service connection for left ankle, right and

left elbow, and low back disabilities for further development, if necessary, and readjudication

consistent with this decision.



I.  FACTS

Mr. Shelton served on active duty in the U.S. Air Force from November 1972 to December

1975.  R. at 475.  In April 1974, he was involved in a motorcycle accident (R. at 413-16) and

sustained lower leg and ankle injuries (R. at 555).  In July 1974, he sought treatment for right knee

pain and swelling, was diagnosed with traumatic right knee effusion, and had fluid drained from that

knee.  R. at 538.  At separation from service, Mr. Shelton reported that he was in "good health" and

denied a history of bone or joint deformities and recurrent back pain.  R. at 80-81.  His separation

examination reflects no musculoskeletal abnormalities.  R. at 82-83.

In March 1999, Mr. Shelton filed a claim for service connection for "fluid and swelling of

major joints,"  which he attributed to the in-service motorcycle accident.  R. at 463.  He indicated1

that he was treated in service for "left knee fluid – pain" and after service for "arthritis in all major

joints."  R. at 464.  Mr. Shelton subsequently authorized VA to obtain December 1992 and

December 1998 orthopedic treatment records from Brookwood Medical Center in Birmingham,

Alabama (Brookwood).  R. at 378, 457.  In July 1999, a VA regional officer (RO) requested those

records (id.), and Brookwood responded that the veteran had been treated there "but not for the dates

of service requested" (R. at 376).  The record does not reflect any further efforts by the RO to clarify

the dates of treatment or to otherwise attempt to obtain the referenced records from Brookwood. 

In January 2000, the RO denied service connection for "fluid and swelling of major joints

(left knee), residual of 1974 accident" because service medical records (SMRs) did not reflect an in-

service left knee injury and "only confirm[ed] a right leg and ankle injury[,] which had resolved with

no apparent residual disability noted at time of military separation exam."  R. at 354-55 (emphasis

in original).  Mr. Shelton filed a timely Notice of Disagreement (NOD) as to that decision, providing

further details about his left knee symptoms and treatment, explaining that after service the left knee

and "other joints" could not endure prolonged standing or walking, and advising VA that he would

"personally seek further evidence from Brookwood" regarding his postservice joint problems.  R.

at 347-52.  In March 2000, the RO issued a Statement of the Case (SOC) that listed only "service

connection for fluid and swelling of major joints (left knee), residual of 1974 accident" (R. at 342,

VA defines "major joint" as "the shoulder, elbow, wrist, hip, knee, and ankle."  38 C.F.R. § 4.45(f) (2013)1

(emphasis added).
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344), mentioned that he had been examined and diagnosed with DJD of the "knees" (R. at 345), and

continued to deny service connection for a left knee disability (R. at 344-46).  In October 2000, he

perfected his appeal to the Board, arguing, inter alia, that he had "badly injured other joints" in the

motorcycle accident and those joint injuries "have caused [him] great pain in [his] life and . . .

problems in trying to work and do other normal day to day [sic] activities."  R. at 339.  In April 2001,

Mr. Shelton filed another VA Form 9 Substantive Appeal, stating that he continued to disagree with

the March 2000 SOC, "which listed only the issue of service connection for fluid and swelling of

major joints (left knee), residuals of 1974 accident.  This claim should also include my right knee

as well as my left knee."  R. at 330.  He directed VA's attention to the July 1974 SMR reflecting

treatment for right knee effusion.  Id. (citing R. at 538).

In May 2001, Mr. Shelton submitted medical records from Brookwood, including an April

2001 physician's statement that the veteran's left knee and bilateral foot disabilities caused "30%

impairment from total orthopedic injury" (R. at 319) and an April 2001 patient "visit list" reflecting

treatment in February 1992 and February 1998 (R. at 323).  The visit list contains the following

handwritten note: "Pertaining to review board finding: No records from Brookwood Hospital 1992

to 1998."  Id. (emphasis in original).

The next month, the RO issued a Supplemental SOC (SSOC) that, for reasons that remain

unclear, considered whether the veteran had submitted new and material evidence sufficient to

reopen a previously denied claim for service connection for a left knee disability.  R. at 307-11. 

Among the evidence the RO considered was the "Notification from Brookwood Medical Center that

no records were found for the period 1992 to 1998."  R. at 309.  The RO found that the evidence

submitted by Mr. Shelton was not new and material because "it does not establish that the veteran

had a left knee injury during service, or that he was treated for left knee problems during his military

service."  R. at 311 (emphasis in original).

At an August 2001 hearing, a decision review officer (DRO) asked Mr. Shelton whether he

understood the issue on appeal to be whether he had submitted new and material evidence to reopen

his claim for service connection for a left knee disability.  R. at 292. Mr. Shelton responded: "Yes,

as I also discussed it in my original claim it was for major joints and left knee bend[,] the primary
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problem."  Id. (emphasis added).  His representative also reiterated that the veteran believed his

original claim "covered" his right knee disability.  R. at 293.

In November 2001, Mr. Shelton underwent a VA joints examination that appears to have

addressed both knees, including measuring the extension and flexion of his left and right knees.  R.

at 291.  However, the examiner provided a diagnosis and opinion only as to the left knee, finding that

the veteran suffered from post-traumatic DJD of the left knee that was "as least as likely as not"

caused by the in-service motorcycle accident.  Id.  

Accordingly, in March 2002, the RO granted service connection for "posttraumatic [DJD]

of the left knee with loss of function due to slight pain" and assigned a 10% evaluation effective

March 15, 1999, the date of his original claim.  R. at 287-88.  Although the RO decision discussed

only Mr. Shelton's left knee disability, the notice letter accompanying the decision stated that the RO

had "determined" that "fluid and swelling of major joints, residual of 1974 accident," was "not

related to [the veteran's] military service" (R. at 284), and the last page of the decision characterized

that disability as a non-service-connected condition (R. at 289).

Mr. Shelton filed a timely NOD in August 2002.  R. at 274-82.  He argued that he was

entitled to a 30% disability evaluation for his service-connected left knee disability (R. at 274) and

also discussed problems in various joints, including his right knee, which he attributed to his in-

service motorcycle accident (see R. at 276-81).  Mr. Shelton stated that all his major joints were

injured in the motorcycle accident, he "almost dropped out" of a parade following the accident "due

to pain in both the left and right knee," he developed arthritis of the knees at an early age after

service, and his bilateral knee symptoms have caused occupational impairment and other functional

limitations.  R. at 276, 278-81.

In May 2003, the RO issued an SOC denying entitlement to a disability evaluation in excess

of 10% for the veteran's service-connected left knee disability.  R. at 262-70.  The next month, the

RO sent Mr. Shelton a letter informing him that it was processing that appeal and noting that his

August 2002 NOD "mentioned several other medical conditions (back condition, arthritis of the

hands, wrists, elbows, hearing loss, high blood pressure, etc.)."  R. at 209.  The RO instructed Mr.

Shelton:
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Please respond on the enclosed VA Form 21-4138, Statement in Support of Claim,
and tell us if you are claiming any new conditions for service connected
compensation or if there are additional benefits that you are seeking.  If you wish to
claim new conditions for compensation, please clearly identify each issue so that we
can better assist you.

Id.  The veteran did not respond to that letter.

In December 2004, Mr. Shelton submitted a statement in support of claim (SSC)

"request[ing] service connection for the other medical problems . . . caused by [the] motorcycle

accident in service," including bilateral knee and elbow, left ankle, and low back disabilities.  R. at

142.  In February 2005, the veteran underwent a VA joints examination and was diagnosed with DJD

of both knees as a result of the in-service motorcycle accident.  R. at 132.  The examiner also

diagnosed an annular bulge of the lumbar spine with degenerative changes, but did not opine as to

its etiology.  Id.

In June 2005, the RO granted service connection for DJD of the right knee and assigned a

10% evaluation effective December 2, 2004, the date of Mr. Shelton's most recent SSC.  R. at 121. 

The RO also denied service connection for right and left elbow, left ankle, and low back disabilities. 

R. at 122-25.  The veteran filed a timely NOD as to that decision, arguing for an earlier effective date

for his service-connected right knee disability because he has "had problems with both knees since

the accident in service" and for service connection for his other joint disabilities because "the same

[DJD] in [his] knees is affecting all other joints in [his] body."  R. at 114.  In December 2007, the

RO issued an SOC continuing to deny those claims (R. at 46-70), and the veteran subsequently

perfected his appeal to the Board (R. at 41-43).

In the meantime, in January 2007, Mr. Shelton underwent a VA spine examination and

complained of low back pain beginning two to three weeks after the in-service motorcycle accident

and continuing ever since.  R. at 73-74.  After obtaining a medical history, performing a physical

examination, and reviewing x-rays of the veteran's spine, the examiner diagnosed DJD of the lumbar

spine.  R. at 75.  The examiner opined: "[T]his man's lower back examination at the time of

discharge from the service was entirely normal.  It is my opinion that the veteran's current back

disorder is not likely to be a result of his motorcycle accident in 1974."  Id.
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In May 2012, the Board issued the decision currently on appeal.  R. at 3-18.  The Board first

determined that VA had satisfied its duty to assist by providing an adequate spine examination in

January 2007 and making "reasonable efforts to obtain records adequately identified by the

[veteran]."  R. at 8-9.  The Board also found that VA examinations were not warranted for Mr.

Shelton's other claimed joint disabilities because there was "no demonstration of disability of the left

ankle, or of either elbow, subsequent to service."  R. at 9.  Turning to the merits of the veteran's

claims, the Board denied service connection for (1) a left ankle disability because it found no

evidence of a current disability; (2) left and right elbow disabilities because it found no evidence of

a current disability or in-service injury; and (3) a low back disability because it found no evidence

of an in-service injury or a link to service.  R. at 4-5, 13-15.  The Board also denied entitlement to

an effective date earlier than December 2, 2004, for the award of service connection for DJD of the

right knee because it found that the August 2002 NOD did not challenge the implicit denial of

service connection for any disability related to the in-service motorcycle accident other than left knee

DJD and the veteran did not reply to the June 2003 letter from the RO asking him to clarify whether

he was seeking service connection for any other disability.  R. at 17-18.  This appeal followed.

II.  ANALYSIS

A.  Earlier Effective Date for Service-Connected Right Knee DJD

Mr. Shelton first argues that the Board clearly erred in denying him an earlier effective date

for the award of service connection for right knee DJD because his August 2002 NOD "specifically

addressed" the RO's March 2002 denial of his claim for "fluid and swelling of major joints, residuals

of 1974 accident," which encompassed his claimed right knee disability.  Appellant's Brief (Br.) at

10.  He asserts that the Board's failure to issue an SOC as to that claim prevented the March 2002

denial from becoming final and, therefore, the RO's eventual grant of service connection for right

knee DJD in June 2005 relates back to his original claim, which had been pending and unadjudicated

since March 1999.  See id.  The Secretary responds that the Board decision on this issue should be

affirmed because the veteran "never originally referenced any intent to seek service connection for

a right knee disability in his March 1999 claim."  Secretary's Br. at 12.  The Secretary further argues

that, even if the veteran's original claim encompassed service connection for a right knee disability,
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he failed to appeal the RO's March 2002 denial of service connection for fluid and swelling in all

major joints because "there is no indication in the [August 2002] NOD that [he] was appealing the

RO's denial of [that] claim" and he failed to respond to the RO's June 2003 letter asking him to

"identify any other conditions for which he was seeking benefits."  Id. at 16-17.  The Court disagrees

with the Secretary.

Although not entirely clear, the Board appears to have provided three different reasons for

denying entitlement to an earlier effective date for the award of service connection for right knee

DJD.  First, it found that Mr. Shelton's March 1999 application for VA benefits did not include a

claim for service connection for a right knee disability (R. at 17) and that he first filed such a claim

on December 2, 2004 (R. at 5).  Second, the Board found that, even if the March 1999 application

included a right knee claim, that claim was finally decided in the March 2002 RO decision granting

service connection for left knee DJD, but no other major joint disabilities, because he was adequately

notified that "service connection had not been granted for any other disability resulting from the 1974

accident" and his August 2002 NOD did not challenge the denial of service connection for a right

knee disability.  R. at 17.  Finally, the Board found that, even if the August 2002 NOD placed his

right knee claim in appellate status, he abandoned that appeal when he failed to respond to the June

2003 letter from the RO.  Id.  The Court will address each of these findings in turn.

1.  Scope of the March 1999 Claim

"VA has a duty to fully and sympathetically develop a . . . claim to its optimum" by

"determin[ing] all potential claims raised by the evidence [and] applying all relevant laws and

regulations."  Moody v. Principi, 360 F.3d 1306, 1310 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (internal quotation marks and

citation omitted); see Ephraim v. Brown, 5 Vet.App. 549, 553 (1993) (holding that VA is "required

to consider the veteran's entitlement, on any basis consistent with the claim, to any benefit which

could flow from a determination of service connection and to which entitlement is reasonably raised

on the record").  This duty includes broadly construing a claim "based on the reasonable expectations

of the non-expert, self-represented claimant and the evidence developed in processing that claim," 

including "the claimant's description of the claim[,] the symptoms the claimant describes[,] and the

information the claimant submits or that the Secretary obtains in support of the claim."  Clemons v.

Shinseki, 23 Vet.App. 1, 5 (2009).  The Board's determination of the scope of a claim is a finding
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of fact subject to the "clearly erroneous" standard of review set forth in 38 U.S.C. § 7261(a)(4).  See

Criswell v. Nicholson, 20 Vet.App. 501, 504 (2006).  "A factual finding 'is "clearly erroneous" when

although there is evidence to support it, the reviewing court on the entire evidence is left with the

definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been committed.'"  Hersey v. Derwinski, 2 Vet.App.

91, 94 (1992) (quoting United States v. U.S. Gypsum Co., 333 U.S. 364, 395 (1948)).

The Board determined that Mr. Shelton's March 1999 claim did not include service

connection for right knee DJD because his application for benefits "did not specifically mention" a

right knee disability.  R. at 17.  Although the veteran's application for benefits did not specifically

list a right knee disability, it indicated that he was seeking service connection for "fluid and swelling

of major joints"  caused by his in-service motorcycle accident and identified several doctors who had2

treated him after service for "arthritis in all major joints."  R. at 463-64.  Moreover, throughout the

appeal process for his left knee disability, Mr. Shelton repeatedly brought forth his claim for service

connection for major joint problems, including his right knee, and VA repeatedly acknowledged that

he had a right knee disability.  See R. at 349 (February 2000 NOD describing left knee and "other

joint" problems that precluded "prolonged standing or walking" and impaired his ability to work),

344-45 (February 2000 SOC noting that SMRs reflect right knee complaints and that he was

diagnosed after service with DJD in both knees), 339 (October 2000 Form 9 indicating that he "badly

injured other joints" in the motorcycle accident and those joint injuries have caused pain, functional

limitations, and occupational impairment), 330 (April 2001 Form 9 reflecting the veteran's belief that

his claim "should also include [the] right knee as well as [the] left knee" and referencing an SMR

showing treatment for his right knee), 292-93 (August 2001 DRO hearing testimony that the original

claim for service connection included all "major joints" and "covered" his right knee disability), 291

(November 2001 VA joints examination recording limitation of motion in both knees), 276-81

(August 2002 NOD discussing problems in various joints, including his right knee, and asserting that

he "almost dropped out" of a parade following the motorcycle accident "due to pain in both the left

and right knee," he developed arthritis of the knees at an early age after service, and his bilateral knee

symptoms have caused occupational impairment and other functional limitations).

Per VA regulation, the right knee is a major joint.  See supra note 1.2
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Given this evidence, the Court concludes that Mr. Shelton intended to file a claim for service

connection for a right knee disability and reasonably expected his March 1999 application for

benefits to encompass such a claim.  See Clemons, supra.  The Board's reading of that document as

excluding all the veteran's major joints other than his left knee, when he specifically indicated that

he was seeking service connection for all major joints, therefore runs afoul of VA's duty to

sympathetically read and construe the filings of pro se veterans.  See Moody, supra.  Accordingly,

the Court will reverse the Board's finding that Mr. Shelton did not file a claim for service connection

for a right knee disability before December 2, 2004.  R. at 5, 17; see Gutierrez v. Principi,

19 Vet.App. 1, 10 (2004) ("[R]eversal is the appropriate remedy when the only permissible view of

the evidence is contrary to the Board's decision."); see also Deloach v. Shinseki, 704 F.3d 1370, 1380

(Fed. Cir. 2013) (explaining that reversal is appropriate only "where the Board has performed the

necessary factfinding and explicitly weighed the evidence" and this Court, based "on the entire

evidence, . . . is left with the definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been committed").

2.  Scope of the August 2002 NOD

Appellate review of an adverse RO decision is initiated by filing an NOD and completed by

filing a Substantive Appeal after an SOC has been issued.  38 U.S.C. § 7105(a); see Jarrell v.

Nicholson, 20 Vet.App. 326, 331 (2006) (en banc).  An NOD is "[a] written communication from

a claimant or his or her representative expressing dissatisfaction or disagreement with an

adjudicative determination by the agency of original jurisdiction and a desire to contest the result." 

38 C.F.R. § 20.201 (2013); see Gallegos v. Principi, 283 F.3d 1309, 1313-14 (Fed. Cir. 2002).  An

NOD must be written "in terms which can be reasonably construed as disagreement with that

determination and a desire for appellate review," and "the specific determinations with which the

claimant disagrees must be identified."  38 C.F.R. § 20.201.  "In determining whether a written

communication constitutes an NOD, the Court looks at both the actual wording of the

communication and the context in which it was written."  Jarvis v. West, 12 Vet.App. 559, 561

(1999).  Whether a document is an NOD is a question of law that the Court reviews de novo.  See

Beyrle v. Brown, 9 Vet.App. 24, 28 (1996); but see Palmer v. Nicholson, 21 Vet.App. 434, 429

(2007) (Kasold, J., concurring) (suggesting that de novo review of an NOD is questionable because
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"the filing of an NOD on or after November 18, 1988, is no longer a prerequisite to the Court's

exercise of its jurisdiction").

The Board found that Mr. Shelton's August 2002 NOD did not challenge the RO's March

2002 denial of service connection for any major joint disability resulting from the in-service motor

cycle accident other than left knee DJD because "[t]he only reference to a right knee disability in

[that document] noted he had right knee complaints in May 2002."  R. at 17.  This is simply not true;

Mr. Shelton's NOD contains numerous descriptions of in-service and postservice right knee

symptoms, which he attributed to the April 1974 motorcycle accident.  For example, the veteran

explained that, following the accident, he "almost dropped out" of a in-service parade "due to pain

in both the left and right knee[s]."  R. at 276.  He also noted that he "began to experience arthritis

in the knees" before turning 30 and was diagnosed with a "degenerative joint condition" that

precluded him from doing physical work "without the risk of inflammation setting up in these

joints."  Id.  Mr. Shelton further stated that "[a]ll of [his] joints were involved in the wreck" and that

he has since had fluid drawn from his knees "at least 20 times."  R. at 278.  According to the veteran,

he has had swelling of the knees and other joints "[f]or several years," which have "prevented [him]

from normal everyday tasks."  Id.  In addition, Mr. Shelton's NOD includes several diary entries from

May 2002 noting bilateral knee pain, swelling, inflammation, and popping brought on by walking,

which caused him to miss significant time from work, prevented him from attending his daughter's

graduation, and generally limited his mobility.  R. at 279-81.

Given that the March 2002 RO decision denied service connection for fluid and swelling of

all major joints other than the left knee related to the March 1974 motorcycle accident (R. at 283-89),

and given Mr. Shelton's prior requests for the RO to construe his March 1999 claim to include

service connection for a right knee disability stemming from that accident (R. at 293, 330), the Court

concludes that the veteran's repeated references to right knee problems in the August 2002 NOD

were sufficient to express disagreement with the RO's March 2002 denial of service connection for

a right knee disability.  See Gallegos and Jarvis, both supra.  That document therefore constituted

an NOD as to the RO's denial of that claim, see Beyrle, supra, and, to the extent that the Board

implicitly found otherwise, the Court will reverse that determination, see Deloach and Gutierrez,

both supra.
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3.  Failure To Respond to the RO's June 2003 Letter

Where the claimant or his or her representative timely files an NOD as to an adverse agency

of original jurisdiction (AOJ) decision, the AOJ "will take such development or review action as it

deems proper" and, "[i]f such action does not resolve the disagreement," the AOJ "shall prepare a

statement of the case."  38 U.S.C. 7105(d)(1); see 38 C.F.R. § 19.29 (2013).  If the AOJ fails to send

a copy of the SOC to the claimant and his or her representative (if there is one), the disputed issue

remains pending until it is adjudicated–either expressly or implicitly–by the AOJ.  See Ingram v.

Nicholson, 21 Vet.App. 232, 243 (2007); Tablazon v. Brown, 8 Vet.App. 359, 361 (1995).  The

Court reviews the Board's finding that a claim was not pending under the "clearly erroneous"

standard of review.  See Brokowski v. Shinseki, 23 Vet.App. 79, 85 (2009).

In analyzing whether Mr. Shelton was entitled to an earlier effective date for the award of

service connection for right knee DJD, the Board accorded "greater significance" to "the fact that the

RO wrote the [v]eteran in June 2003 and asked him to notify the VA if he was claiming service

connection for any other disability" and he "failed to respond to this request."  R. at 17.  The Board

described Mr. Shelton's failure to respond as "fatal" to his claim for an earlier effective date because

it ended the pendency of his appeal and rendered the March 2002 RO decision final as to the denial

of service connection for a right knee disability related to the in-service motorcycle accident.  Id. 

However, a review of the June 2003 letter leaves the Court with the firm and definite conviction that

the Board erred in finding that the veteran's failure to respond to that letter terminated the right knee

claim stream.

The June 2003 letter requested that Mr. Shelton respond only if he was "claiming any new

conditions for service[-]connected compensation" or seeking "additional benefits."  R. at 209

(emphasis added).  The letter continued: "If you wish to claim new conditions for compensation,

please clearly identify each issue so that we can better assist you."  Id. (emphasis added).  Mr.

Shelton's claim for service connection for fluid and swelling of his major joints included service

connection for a right knee disability, which the RO denied in March 2002.  See supra parts II.A.1-2. 

As Mr. Shelton correctly points out (Appellant's Br. at 9-10), his August 2002 NOD was not a "new"

claim for service-connected compensation or a request for "additional benefits"; instead, it was an

expression of his disagreement with the RO's denial of entitlement to the benefits for which he had
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already applied.   Thus, according to the very terms of the June 2003 letter, there was no reason for3

Mr. Shelton to respond to that letter in order to continue his appeal of his right knee claim, and the

Board's finding to the contrary is clearly erroneous.  See Brokowski, supra.  Therefore, the Court will

reverse the Board's finding that the veteran's failure to respond to the June 2003 letter made the

March 2002 RO decision final as to the denial of service connection for a right knee disability.  See

Deloach and Gutierrez, both supra.

4.  Remedy

Based on the foregoing, the Court concludes that Mr. Shelton's claim for service connection

for a right knee disability was initiated in March 1999 and remained pending until it was granted by

the RO in June 2005.  He is therefore entitled to an effective date for that award of service

connection commensurate with the date of his original claim.  See 38 U.S.C. 5110(a); 38 C.F.R.

§ 3.400(b)(2)(i) (2013).  Accordingly, the Court will remand Mr. Shelton's claim for an earlier

effective date for the award of service connection for right knee DJD and instruct the Board to assign

him an effective date of March 15, 1999, the date of his original claim.  See R. at 463-69 (original

claim for service connection for fluid and swelling of the major joints, which is stamped as received

by VA on March 15, 1999); see also R. at 283-89 (March 2002 RO decision establishing the date

of receipt of that claim and assigning a March 15, 1999, effective date for the award of service

connection for left knee DJD).

B.  Low Back Disability

Mr. Shelton next argues that the January 2007 VA spine examination is inadequate, and the

Board therefore erred in relying on it, because the examiner failed to provide "a reasoned

explanation" for his negative linkage opinion.  Appellant's Br. at 12.  The Secretary contends that

the examination is adequate because it was "based on an accurate factual basis."  Secretary's Br. at

17-18.  The Court agrees with Mr. Shelton.

A medical examination or opinion is adequate "where it is based upon consideration of the

veteran's prior medical history and examinations and also describes the disability . . . in sufficient

detail so that the Board's 'evaluation of the claimed disability will be a fully informed one.'"  Stefl

Indeed, the June 2003 letter does not list a right knee disability among the many disabilities that the RO3

perceived to be raised for the first time in the NOD.  See R. at 209.
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v. Nicholson, 21 Vet.App. 120, 123 (2007) (quoting Ardison v. Brown, 6 Vet.App. 405, 407 (1994))

(internal quotation marks omitted); see Green v. Derwinski, 1 Vet.App. 121, 124 (1991).  Although

"[t]here is no requirement that a medical examiner comment on every favorable piece of evidence

in a claims file" to render an adequate opinion, a medical examination report or opinion must

"sufficiently inform the Board of a medical expert's judgment on a medical question and the essential

rationale for that opinion."  Monzingo v. Shinseki, 26 Vet.App. 97, 105 (2012); see Nieves-Rodriguez

v. Peake, 22 Vet.App. 295, 301 (2008).  "If a diagnosis is not supported by the findings on the

examination report or if the report does not contain sufficient detail, it is incumbent upon the rating

board to return the report as inadequate for evaluation purposes."  38 C.F.R. § 4.2 (2013).  The Court

reviews the Board's determination that a medical examination or opinion was adequate under the

"clearly erroneous" standard of review.  See D'Aries v. Peake, 22 Vet.App. 97, 104 (2008).

In Nieves-Rodriguez, the Court explained that "[n]either a VA medical examination report

nor a private medical opinion is entitled to any weight in a service-connection . . . context if it

contains only data and conclusions."  22 Vet.App. at 304.  Here, the January 2007 VA spine

examiner opined:

An opinion has been requested concerning the causal relationship between this man's
motorcycle accident and his lower back complaints.  As noted in the request, this
man's lower back examination at the time of discharge from the service was entirely
normal.  It is my opinion that the veteran's current back disorder is not likely to be a
result of his motorcycle accident in 1974.

R. at 75.  The examiner's opinion, which merely repeated a fact without explaining why it was

significant or providing any other analysis whatsoever, falls well short of satisfying the requirement

that an examiner provide a reasoned medical explanation for his or her medical conclusions.  See

Nieves-Rodriguez, 22 Vet.App. at 301 ("[A] medical examination report must contain not only clear

conclusions with supporting data, but also a reasoned medical explanation connecting the two.");

Stefl, 21 Vet.App. at 125 (holding that "a mere conclusion by a medical doctor is insufficient to

allow the Board to make an informed decision as to what weight to assign to a doctor's opinion"). 

Contrary to the Secretary's contention (see Secretary's Br. at 17-18), the opinion's lack of "fully

articulated, sound reasoning" is not cured by the examiner's summary of Mr. Shelton's medical

history, Nieves-Rodriguez, 22 Vet.App. at 304.  "[W]hether the medical expert is informed of
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sufficient facts upon which to base an opinion relevant to the problem at hand" is just one of the

factors affecting the adequacy of a medical examination, id. at 302, and mere knowledge of relevant

and significant facts "cannot compensate for lack of the reasoned analysis required in a medical

opinion," id. at 304.  Thus, the Court concludes that the Board clearly erred in relying on the January

2007 VA examiner's opinion, which lacked an adequate rationale.  Remand of Mr. Shelton's claim

for service connection for a low back disability is therefore warranted to provide him with a new,

adequate VA spine examination.  See Tucker v. West, 11 Vet.App. 369, 374 (1998) ("Where the

Board has incorrectly applied the law, failed to provide an adequate statement of reasons or bases

for its determinations, or where the record is otherwise inadequate, a remand is the appropriate

remedy.").

C.  Left Ankle and Left and Right Elbow Disabilities

Mr. Shelton next argues that the Board clearly erred in finding that he was not entitled to a

VA medical examination for his left ankle and left and right elbow disabilities because it failed to

consider whether he had persistent or recurrent symptoms of any of those disabilities.  See

Appellant's Br. at 13.  The Secretary concedes that the Board provided inadequate reasons or bases

in that regard and asserts that remand of the veteran's left and right elbow claims is warranted for the

Board to determine whether VA examinations are necessary for those disabilities in light of the

veteran's various elbow complaints of record.  See Secretary's Br. at 23.  However, the Secretary

contends that "no remand is necessary for the Board to determine whether there were recurrent

symptoms of a left ankle condition" because, "while the Board did not provide such analysis, the

record only contains one notation of a complaint relating to [a] left ankle condition."  Id. at 24. 

According to the Secretary, "by definition, one instance cannot qualify as recurrent, which is defined

as 'returning or happening time after time' or persistent, which is defined as 'continuing to exist

despite interference or treatment.'" Id. (quoting MERRIAM-WEBSTER DICTIONARY,

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary).  The Court agrees that the Board provided inadequate

reasons or bases for finding that Mr. Shelton was not entitled to VA medical examinations for his

left ankle and left and right elbow disabilities and, contrary to the Secretary's contention, concludes

that remand is warranted for all those claims.
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The Secretary has a duty to assist claimants in developing their claims.  38 U.S.C. § 5103A. 

The duty to assist includes providing the claimant with a medical examination or opinion when there

is (1) competent evidence of a current disability or persistent or recurrent symptoms of a disability;

(2) evidence establishing that an event, injury, or disease occurred in service or establishing certain

diseases manifesting during an applicable presumptive period for which the claimant qualifies; (3) an

indication that the disability or persistent or recurrent symptoms of a disability may be associated

with the veteran's service or with another service-connected disability; and (4) insufficient competent

evidence on file for the Secretary to make a decision on the claim.  McLendon v. Nicholson,

20 Vet.App. 79, 81 (2006); see also 38 U.S.C. § 5103A(d)(2); 38 C.F.R. § 3.159(c)(4)(i) (2013). 

As with any finding on a material issue of fact and law presented on the record, the Board must

support its finding that a claimant was not entitled to a VA medical examination or opinion with an

adequate statement of reasons or bases.  See 38 U.S.C. § 7104(d)(1); Duenas v. Principi,

18 Vet.App. 512, 517 (2004); Gilbert v. Derwinski, 1 Vet.App. 49, 52 (1990).  To comply with this

requirement, the Board must analyze the credibility and probative value of the evidence, account for

the evidence it finds persuasive or unpersuasive, and provide the reasons for its rejection of any

material evidence favorable to the claimant.  Caluza v. Brown, 7 Vet.App. 498, 506 (1995).

The Board acknowledged that Mr. Shelton was "not afforded a VA examination to obtain an

opinion as to nexus to service as to disability of the left ankle or either elbow" and explained that

such examinations were "not warranted under McLendon as there has been no demonstration of

disability of the left ankle, or of either elbow, shown subsequent to service."  R. at 8-9.  As the

Secretary concedes (Secretary's Br. at 23), this is an incomplete statement of the law: the first

element of the medical examination inquiry is whether the record contains competent evidence of

a current disability or persistent or recurrent symptoms of a disability.  See 38 U.S.C.

§ 5103A(d)(2)(A); McLendon, supra; 38 C.F.R. § 3.159(c)(4)(i)(A).  The Board did not address

whether the evidence of record reflected persistent or recurrent symptoms of left ankle or left or right

elbow disabilities, and both parties note that the record contains various ankle and elbow complaints. 

See Appellant's Br. at 13; Secretary's Br. at 23; Reply Br. at 3.  Although the Secretary contends that

remand is not warranted for the left ankle claim because there is only one document of record

reflecting left ankle complaints, which, by definition cannot show recurrent or persistent symptoms
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of a disability (see Secretary's Br. at 24), that record actually reflects that the veteran's ankle had been

"popping" for three months and the popping was therefore not an isolated symptom (R. at 373).  In

any event, the veteran's August 2002 NOD also contains extensive discussion of his left ankle

symptoms beginning in service and continuing thereafter.  See R. at 276, 278-81.  Thus, the

Secretary's argument in that regard must fail.

Given the Secretary's concession of error and the Board's failure to discuss whether Mr.

Shelton's left ankle, left elbow, and right elbow complaints reflect persistent or recurrent symptoms

of a current disability sufficient to satisfy the first element of the McLendon inquiry, the Court

concludes that the Board's statement of reasons or bases for finding that the veteran was not entitled

to VA medical examinations for those disabilities is inadequate.  See Duenas, Caluza, and Gilbert,

all supra.  Although Mr. Shelton requests that the Court reverse the Board's adverse findings in this

regard and order VA to provide him left ankle and bilateral elbow examinations, the Court is unable

to do so because the Board did not make any findings as to the other elements of the McLendon

inquiry.  See Deloach and Gutierrez, both supra.  Therefore, the Court concludes that remand of

those claims is warranted.  See Tucker, supra.

D.  Other Argument

Because the Court is either reversing the Board's decision or remanding all of Mr. Shelton's

claims currently on appeal, the Court need not address his additional duty-to-assist argument

regarding the Board's alleged failure to attempt to obtain all treatment records from Brookwood.  See

Appellant's Br. at 13-15; Reply Br. at 4-5.  Mr. Shelton is free to pursue that argument and present

any additional argument and evidence to the Board on remand in accordance with Kutscherousky v.

West, 12 Vet.App. 369, 372-73 (1999) (per curiam order).  See Kay v. Principi, 16 Vet.App. 529, 534

(2002).  The Court reminds the Board that "[a] remand is meant to entail a critical examination of

the justification for [the Board's] decision," Fletcher v. Derwinski, 1 Vet.App. 394, 397 (1991), and

must be performed in an expeditious manner in accordance with 38 U.S.C. § 7112.

III.  CONCLUSION

Upon consideration of the foregoing, the Board's finding in its May 3, 2012, decision that the

veteran is not entitled to an effective date earlier than December 2, 2004, for the award of service
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connection for right knee DJD is REVERSED and the Board is ORDERED to assign him an

effective date of March 15, 1999, for that award.  The remainder of the Board decision is SET

ASIDE, and the claims for service connection for left ankle, right and left elbow, and low back

disabilities are REMANDED for further development, if necessary, and readjudication consistent

with this decision.

DATED: February 24, 2014

Copies to:

Ronald C. Sykstus, Esq.

VA General Counsel (027)
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